Subject: **NEW** Wide Body Sideview Mirrors

**Models Affected:** Silverado MD Trucks (4500, 5500, 6500)

**Models Years Affected:** 2019 - beyond

**Origination Date:** April 16, 2021

**Revision Date:** August 30, 2021

**ADVISORY:**

**Condition/Concern:**
Some Customers and/or upfitters have expressed concerns with regards to the limited rearward visibility from the standard factory camper style mirrors when the vehicle is outfitted with a service body of an 80” or greater width.

**Repair/Recommendation:**
The following 2 new options are now available for ordering...

- DGD – Mirrors, outside, black with manual folding, manual adjusting, high visibility vertical camper style, and lower convex spotter glass, 102”, Wide Load
- DGP – Mirrors, outside, black, heated and power adjustable, high visibility vertical camper style, and lower convex spotter glass, manual folding. Convex glass is not heated or power adjustable. 102”, Wide load.

These new wide body mirrors can be retrofitted for improved visibility on the 2019 and beyond model year MD Silverado trucks not built with them. Follow GM published Service Information replacement procedures replacing the factory install standard camper style mirrors (DF2 (manual) and DPN (power)) using the links below...

- **Outside Rearview Mirror Replacement (DF2)**
- **Outside Rearview Mirror Replacement (DPN)**

**Additional Information:**
The following are the service replacement part numbers for the new wide body mirrors

- 84875328 - O/S RR View Manual (Black) LH Mirror (102”) (DGD)
- 85140644 - O/S RR View Manual (Black) RH Mirror (102”) – (DGD)
- 85143262 - O/S RR View - Power (Black) RH Mirror (102”) (DGP)
- 85143266 - O/S RR View - Power (Black) LH Mirror (102”) (DGP)

---

**Disclaimer:** GM Upfitter Integration Technical Bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a “do-it-yourselfer”. They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service and/or modification of a vehicle. These properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that your vehicle will have that condition. Contact GM Upfitter Integration for information on whether the information is applicable your vehicle.